
           
   
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
      
  

Mathematics  
Over the duration of this week here are some Easter themed ideas.  

 Follow a recipe to make chocolate crispy cakes or nest. 
Measure the ingredients and read a scale. (2do linked to 
writing up recipe) 

 Addition and subtraction of decimals (revision) – why not have 
a look at your last shopping receipt, try adding up amounts 
using mental or written methods. Or create your own Easter 
themed shop using shopping magazines or drawing pictures. 
Add up totals and work out the change by subtracting amounts 
mentally e.g. number line. Take a picture and send it into Miss 
Hartley. I have created a simple version of this you could do. 
(2do created) Use your squared paper in your Purple File to set 
out your calculations.  
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Reading 
If you have finished your reading book, 
don’t worry. On Purple Mash I have set 
an online book for the children to read 
called Planet Earth. Once you have 
finished reading there are some reading 
comprehension questions to answer. 
These are multiple choice. (2do set) 
Science 
In this week’s science lesson, have a 
think about all the forces we have 
learnt about frictions, air resistance and 
water resistance. Look at the difference 
forces in action around our local 
environment. (2do set) 
 

Creative Curriculum  
History  
In History we would be exploring Egyptian Hieroglyphics. Explore the different symbols used and try out the paint project on Purple Mash (2do set). 
 
Art 
Get crafty over the Easter break, enjoy making a range of Easter themed activities. Don’t forget to send in your pictures to head@st-anne-edgeside.lancs.sch.uk . 
 
Spanish  
In Spanish, we would be continuing to explore food on Purple Mash. You could also re-visit your numbers and colours as these are continually used in the topics. 
 
Computing 
In Computing, we would be continuing to explore databases and we set up our own Class database in our last lesson. Create your Purple Mash avatar so it looks like you, then 
access to database, find yourself and answer questions in the database (2do set). If you have already completed last week’s task, explore our favourite game on Purple Mash 
‘2DIY3D’ to create your own game which could be linked to our Egyptian topic or be Easter themed (2do set). I look forward to playing these games!  
 
Religious Education   
In RE we would be exploring the Easter story further. If the Easter story was written in the Bible as a comic strip, what words would be in the thought and speech bubbles? You can 
draw these on the paper we put in your purple folder or I have set 2 templates which can be used on Purple Mash. 
 
P.E 
Joe wicks workouts live on you tube at 9am. 
 

Hello Year 4,    
Well done for those who have already had a go at the home learning 
activities on Purple Mash! Don’t panic if you haven’t yet these are still 
there for you to try out. Thank you for the emails and I hope your 
enjoying emailing each other. Keep safe Mrs Swanney x 

St. Anne’s Church of England (A) Primary School   
Ashworth Road 
Lancashire 
BB4 9JE 
Telephone: 01706 214081   Be Awesome, Shine Bright! 

English  

 Write a recipe linked to your maths work on 
making a chocolate crispy cake/nest. (2do set) 

 Spellings – linked to the statutory word list for 
Spring term 2. These are from our spelling 
overview for Spring term. I have created a Spelling 
game revising these words. (2do set) 

 Grammar – word classes.  
There are sentences which include different types 
of words e.g. adjectives, adverbs, nouns and verbs. 
You need to drag and drop these the words from 
the sentences into the correct before the time runs 
out. (2do set) 

Remind yourself what an adjective, adverb, noun and 
verb is before starting this task! 
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